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Abstract: The knowledge of frequency and temperature dependent dielectric properties of tissue is
essential to develop ultra-wideband diagnostic technologies, such as a non-invasive temperature
monitoring system during hyperthermia treatment. To this end, we characterized the dielectric
properties of animal liver, muscle, fat and blood in the microwave frequency range from 0.5 GHz
to 7 GHz and in the temperature range between 30 C and 50 C. The measured data were modeled
to a two-pole Cole-Cole model and a second-order polynomial was introduced to fit the Cole-Cole
parameters as a function of temperature. The parametric model provides access to the dielectric
properties of tissue at any frequency and temperature in the specified range.
Keywords: dielectric spectroscopy; temperature dependent dielectric properties of blood, fat, liver,
muscle; M-sequence; ultra-wideband; open-ended coaxial probe
1. Introduction
Electromagnetic waves in the microwave frequency range offer a possibility to examine a
non-transparent medium under test (MUT), because they are capable of penetrating a variety of
materials, including biological tissues, without ionization. The dielectric properties determine how
electromagnetic waves propagate within the MUT. The knowledge of these properties is essential for a
wide variety of medical applications such as microwave breast cancer imaging [1–6] or microwave
ablation and temperature monitoring [7–11]. The latter scenario is a promising approach to monitor
the temperature distribution inside of the body during thermal therapies (e.g., hyperthermia),
which support oncological treatments (e.g., chemotherapy or radiotherapy). During hyperthermia
treatment the temperature is increased by around 4–8 C in the tumor region by means of radio
frequencies, ultrasound or microwaves, whereby it is important that the temperature does not exceed
the upper limit. Microwave temperature monitoring offers a non-invasive and painless approach
compared to the commonly used invasive fiber optic catheters [12]. The approach of microwave
temperature monitoring is based on the temperature dependent dielectric properties of tissue.
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Figure 1 illustrates a generic scenario for medical applications (e.g., neck, breast) where
transmitting antennas emit low power electromagnetic waves into the MUT. The propagation of
the electromagnetic waves (reflection, absorption, transmission and dispersion) inside of the MUT
are determined by the tissue specific complex permittivity # depending on the frequency f and
temperature J. If we consider such a scenario without any contrast agents (e.g., magnetic nanoparticles),
the permeability can be set to m = 1 due to the non-magnetic behavior of tissue. If the temperature is
increased in a specific region (e.g., tumor), the scattering of the electromagnetic waves will change
due to the temperature dependency of the dielectric properties. The changes of the backscattered
electromagnetic waves can be measured by means of ultra-wideband (UWB) technology [11,13].
To evaluate the differences in a measured UWB-signal corresponding to the temperature change, it is
necessary to attain knowledge about the temperature dependent complex permittivity of the different
kinds of tissue in the microwave frequency range.
Figure 1. Generic temperature monitoring setup for medical applications.
A large number of studies have investigated the dielectric properties of various tissues over a
wide frequency range [14–18], but most investigations only consider the complex permittivity at a
constant temperature. Only a few studies have reported dielectric properties of tissue depending on
temperature over a wide frequency range. Lazebnik et al. presented temperature dependent dielectric
properties of porcine liver ranging from room temperature up to around 60 C in the frequency range
of 0.5 GHz to 20 GHz [19]. Further studies investigated the temperature dependency of blood in the
frequency range lower than 1 GHz [20] and in the wide frequency range from 1 Hz to 40 GHz [21] as
well as between 0.4 GHz and 20 GHz [22]. Furthermore, there are some more studies investigating
the temperature dependency, but only for discrete frequencies. A literature survey of temperature
dependent dielectric properties is presented by Rossmann and Haemmerich [23].
The purpose of this study is to determine the temperature dependent dielectric properties of tissue
and blood. Measurements are performed by open-ended coaxial probe technique which is commonly
used for dielectric spectroscopy of biological tissue [24]. We investigate liver, muscle and blood as high
water content tissues and fat as a low water content tissue. Furthermore, the influence of the extraction
time on the dielectric properties as well as the impact of heating and cooling measurements on the
dielectric properties are observed. We derive temperature dependent dielectric spectroscopy data sets
in the frequency range of 0.5 GHz to 7 GHz and in the temperature range between 30 C and 50 C.
Finally, we introduce a two-pole Cole-Cole model for each tissue to describe the spectrum over the
considered frequency range and we use a quadratic fit to model the temperature dependency of the
Cole-Cole parameters.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Measurement Setup
The temperature dependent dielectric properties were measured using an UWB M-sequence
network analyzer (NWA) based on a one port measurement (S11) [25]. Further details of the
M-sequence technology can be found in Ref. [26]. Figure 2 shows the measurement setup for
temperature dependent spectroscopy of tissue and blood which is mostly identical with the one
presented in Ref. [27]. In both cases, tissue as well as blood analysis, the NWA was connected to
the performance probe (N1501A performance probe, Keysight Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
We acquired 189 equidistant data points in the frequency range from 0.5 GHz to 7 GHz corresponding
to a frequency resolution of approximately 35 MHz. The temperature was acquired between 30 C
and 50 C in steps of 1 C by a temperature probe connected to a high precision thermometer (GMH
3750, GHM Messtechnik GmbH, Remscheid, Germany). In the case of tissue analysis, the samples
had a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 6 cm and a height between 1 cm and 1.5 cm which is
sufficient to avoid disturbing reflections (e.g., from the glass bottom) as proven by Hagl et al. [28]
and Meaney et al. [29] as well as in our own experiments. The samples were wrapped in plastic film
with two holes on the surface to ensure a direct contact of the measurement probes with the MUT.
The samples were heated in a water bath as illustrated in Figure 2a. Concerning blood analysis, the
probes were immersed a few millimeters into the blood which was heated by a hot plate as depicted in
Figure 2b. A magnetic stirrer was used to avoid a sedimentation of the cellular components during
the measurement.
Figure 2. Measurement setup for temperature dependent ultra-wideband (UWB) spectroscopy of
(a) tissue and (b) blood using an UWB M-sequence network analyzer (NWA) connected to a coaxial
probe. A temperature probe connected to a high precision thermometer acquires the temperature.
Both UWB radar signals and temperature are stored in parallel. (c) Laboratory measurement setup for
tissue analysis.
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2.2. Temperature Dependent Dielectric Properties
The temperature dependent dielectric properties are described by the complex relative permittivity
#(w, J) = #0(w, J)  i#00(w, J) (1)
and the effective conductivity
s(w, J) = w#0#00(w, J) (2)
where the real part #0 represents the relative permittivity, the imaginary part #00 the relative dielectric
loss, #0 the permittivity of free space, w = 2p f the angular frequency and J the temperature.
2.3. Temperature Dependent Cole-Cole Model
In this section we determine a temperature and frequency dependent model to reduce the size
of the measured data. Furthermore, such a model enables to calculate the relative permittivity
and effective conductivity at any temperature and frequency in the specified range. The frequency
dependent dielectric properties of tissue are mainly characterized by the three relaxation regions, a, b,
and g occurring in the low, medium and high frequency range [30]. Gabriel introduced a four pole
Cole-Cole model to describe the spectrum over a frequency range from 10 Hz to 100 GHz [31]. In this
study we consider the frequency range between 0.5 GHz and 7 GHz where the dielectric properties are
dominated by the g dispersion, but in tissue the dispersion regions frequently overlap [32]. For this
reason we decided to use a two-pole Cole-Cole model, which includes the b and g dispersion to fit the
data in the frequency range corresponding to
#(w, J) = #¥(J) +
D#1(J)
1 + (iwt1(J))1 a1
+
D#2(J)
1 + (iwt2(J))1 a2
+
ss(J)
iw#0
(3)
where #¥ represents the permittivity at very high frequencies, D#1,2 are the dispersion amplitudes and
t1,2 the corresponding relaxation times and ss the static conductivity. The parameters a1,2 are empirical
distribution parameters describing the broadening of the dispersion.
In the first step we use the Levenberg-Marquart algorithm to fit the Cole-Cole parameters to
the experimental data for each temperature corresponding to Equation (3). To limit the number of
fitting parameters, a1 and a2 are set to a constant value for each tissue. The initial values for the
calculation of #¥, f it,D#1, f it,D#2, f it, t1, f it, t2, f it and ss, f it are set to the data presented by Gabriel [31].
First, we determine the Cole-Cole parameters #¥, f it ,D#1, f it ,D#2, f it , t1, f it and t2, f it to fit the real
part of the complex permittivity by minimizing the mean absolute error (difference between modeled
and measured relative permittivity) across the specified frequency range. Based on this, we compute
ss, f it to finalize the fit of the imaginary part by minimizing the mean absolute difference between
modeled and measured relative dielectric loss across all frequency points. The results of this first part
(symbolized by the * in the above-mentioned Cole-Cole parameters) of the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole fitting procedure are depicted in Figures 7, 10, 13, 16 by the blue circles.
In a second step, we use a second order polynomial to fit the temperature dependency of the
Cole-Cole parameters corresponding to
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#¥, f it(J) = A1J2 + B1J+ C1
D#1, f it(J) = A2J2 + B2J+ C2
t1, f it(J) = A3J2 + B3J+ C3
D#2, f it(J) = A4J2 + B4J+ C4
t2, f it(J) = A5J2 + B5J+ C5
ss, f it(J) = A6J2 + B6J+ C6 (4)
which is also suggested by Lazebnik [19]. The coefficients An, Bn, Cn(n = 1...6) for the different tissues
are presented in the following sections.
Finally, the temperature dependent dielectric properties can be computed by
# f it(w, J) = #
0
f it(w, J)  i#00f it(w, J)
= #¥, f it(J) +
D#1, f it(J)
1 + (iwt1, f it(J))1 a1
+
D#2, f it(J)
1 + (iwt2, f it(J))1 a2
+
ss, f it(J)
iw#0
(5)
To quantify the quality of the fitting procedure we analyze the difference between the measured
data and the results derived by the two-pole Cole-Cole model corresponding to Equation (5) by
d#0measured, f it(w, J) = #
0
measured(w, J)  #0f it(w, J)
dsmeasured, f it(w, J) = smeasured(w, J)  sf it(w, J) (6)
with sf it(w, J) = w#0#00f it(w, J).
3. Preliminary Investigations
The measurements presented in this section are intended to determine the working conditions for
the temperature dependent spectroscopy of tissue and blood.
3.1. Influence of Storage Time
First, we observed the influence of the storage time between excision and measurement of porcine
tissue and blood on the dielectric properties. Recent studies indicated that there is no significant
difference in dielectric properties between in-vivo and ex-vivo investigations [17,19,33]. Lazebnik
postulated that cell death has an insignificant influence on the dielectric properties at microwave
frequencies. Furthermore, it is described that some fluid loss and changes in oxygen tension, pH and
temperature will occur after excision, whereby only fluid loss and temperature are expected to affect
the dielectric properties in the microwave frequency range [19]. Farrugia et al. also summarized that
the changes between in in-vivo and ex-vivo dielectric properties are caused by tissue hydration [17].
The goal of this study is not to investigate the differences between in-vivo and ex-vivo measurements
of tissue, but we want to clarify if the storage time (time between excision and measurement) has a
significant influence on the dielectric properties. Therefore, we obtained porcine tissue and blood
from local slaughter houses. The samples were stored in a fridge between excision and measurement.
The dielectric properties were measured corresponding to the measurement setup presented above.
In general, we measured one and the same piece of tissue only one time in order to exclude
effects due to denaturation. Therefore, we analyzed several tissue pieces from one animal spread
over time from a few hours after extraction until several days after extraction. Figure 3 shows the
relative permittivity and effective conductivity of porcine tissue and blood as a function of frequency
for different storage times.
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Figure 3. Relative permittivity and effective conductivity of (a,b) porcine liver, (c,d) muscle, (e,f) fat
and (g,h) blood at 37 C as a function of frequency for different storage times. Each curve shows
the dielectric properties of one sample, whereby curves of the same color indicate samples of the
same animal.
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Assuming a significant influence of the storage time, a decreasing water content due to progressive
dehydration would mainly influence the dielectric properties in the microwave frequency range.
This effect would lead to continuously decreasing permittivity instead of the irregular behavior,
as can be seen in Figure 3. For example, considering the results of muscle samples of different
animals (Figure 3c,d), the sample with the longest storage time of the first animal (blue dashed
curves) shows the lowest permittivity and conductivity, whereby both samples with the longer storage
time of the second animal (red dashed curves) show the highest dielectric properties. Moreover,
the measurements of one and the same animals (e.g., the animal represented by the red curves)
illustrate significant differences between the samples without any correlation to the storage time,
whereas other measurements (e.g., from the animal representing by the green curves) show nearly no
differences. The same irregular behavior can be identified in the curves of liver and fat (Figure 3a,b,e,f).
Due to these findings, the storage time itself cannot be the origin of these differences.
The intra-individual tissue differences (permittivity differences between various samples of one
tissue type of one animal due to the tissue inhomogeneity) as well as the inter-individual differences
(permittivity differences between samples of one tissue type of different animals) are much more
dominant than the influence of the storage time. This knowledge and the result that all blood
measurements were nearly identical (Figure 3g,h) allows us to average the measurements of one
tissue type independently from the storage time.
3.2. Measurement Procedure of Temperature Dependency
In a first step, we investigated the dielectric properties at a constant temperature depending
on the time after probe positioning. Figure 4a,b shows exemplarily the relative permittivtiy and
effective conductivity of one liver sample over a time period of 32 min. The results show a non-linear
time dependent increase of the dielectric properties after positioning the coaxial probe on the tissue
sample. This effect also occurs in muscle and fat. It seems that the pressure of the coaxial probe
on the tissue sample causes a change in the dielectric properties, whereby this effect decreases with
an increasing waiting time. As a consequence we decided to wait 30 min after probe positioning
before we started the temperature dependent dielectric spectroscopy of tissue. After the waiting
period, the time dependent changes of the dielectric properties are significantly lower compared to the
variations immediately after probe positioning as shown in Figure 4a,b. In principle, these remaining
small changes should be minimized as much as possible, but it seems that they cannot be eliminated
completely. Their extent to the error of the absolute permittivity value is nearly negligible but in
comparison to the temperature dependent variations they can be significant. Thus, it is very important
that they are temperature independent.
In the case of blood, the measurement procedure started directly after immersing the probe into
the liquid, because the systematic error mentioned above does not occur during the measurement of
blood as illustrated in Figure 4c,d.
In a next step, we investigate the influence of measuring the dielectric properties during the
heating and the cooling cycle. Figure 5a,d shows the relative permittivity and effective conductivity
at five distinct temperatures averaged over six samples during the heating cycle and Figure 5b,e
shows the temperature dependent dielectric properties averaged over six samples during the cooling
cycle. The error bars indicate the corresponding standard deviation. The relative permittivity during
heating cycle shows lower temperature dependency compared to the data recorded during cooling
cycle. Furthermore, the intersection point of the relative permittivity occurred at around 5.2 GHz for
measurements during heating, whereby the cross-over point shifts towards higher frequencies for the
cooling cycle measurements. Lazebnik also described differences between heating and cooling cycles,
whereby the results acquired during the heating cycle show repeatable anomalies [19], but the effects
of the anomalies on the permittivity and conductivity are not described in detail. We suppose that
the pressure dependent influence described in this section superimposes the temperature dependent
changes of the dielectric properties of tissue. Due to the water content of tissue, we expect a decrease of
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the relative permittivity with increasing temperature. In the case of heating the temperature dependent
decrease of the permittivity will be reduced by the time dependent increase of the permittivity
(see Figure 5a). In contrast, the increasing permittivity during the cooling cycle measurement
will be additionally raised by the time dependent permittivity increase (see Figure 5b). Therefore,
we compute the averaged relative permittivity and effective conductivity over all samples including
six measurements recorded during the heating and six measurements during the cooling cycle as
shown in Figure 5c,f.
Figure 4. (a) Relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of one porcine liver sample as a
function of frequency at a constant temperature over a time period of 32 min. (c) Relative permittivity
and (d) effective conductivity of one porcine blood sample as a function of frequency at a constant
temperature over a time period of 32 min. The blue curves indicate the measurement immediately after
coaxial probe positioning.
The averaging of identical numbers of heating and cooling measurements ensures that the low
impact of the mentioned systematic error still remaining after 30 min waiting after probe positioning
will be temperature independent. This is essential to obtain reliable temperature dependencies of
tissues. We use this procedure to determine the temperature dependent dielectric properties of liver,
muscle and fat.
Figure 6 shows the relative permittivity and effective conductivity of blood averaged over three
samples recorded during heating and three samples during cooling with the corresponding standard
deviation. In contrast to soft tissue, blood shows no differences between both cycles. Due to this
finding, the dielectric properties of blood were recorded only during sample heating.
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Figure 5. Mean relative permittivity and mean effective conductivity of six porcine liver samples
acquired during (a,d) heating and (b,e) cooling cycle as a function of frequency at different temperatures.
(c,f) Mean relative permittivity and mean effective conductivity of 12 porcine liver samples including
six heating and six cooling measurements. Error bars indicate the corresponding standard deviation.
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Figure 6. Mean relative permittivity and mean effective conductivity of three porcine blood samples
acquired during (a,b) heating and (c,d) cooling cycle as a function of frequency at different temperatures.
Error bars indicate the corresponding standard deviation.
4. Results
In this section we present the temperature dependent properties of liver, muscle, fat and blood
corresponding to the introduced temperature dependent two-pole Cole-Cole model. Due to the
findings of the previous section, we applied the fitting procedure to the mean relative permittivity and
mean effective conductivity over all samples for each tissue.
4.1. Liver
We derived the temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters for each temperature based on
the averaged measurements (see Figure 5c,f), whereby a1 and a2 are set to 0.2. Figure 7 shows the
modeled temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters (blue circles) as a function of temperature and
the second order polynomial fits (red curves). The coefficients of the quadratic fits are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. Temperature coefficients of the second order polynomial fit to the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters of liver.
n An Bn Cn
#¥, f it 1 0.6634 10 3 (K 2)  0.1427 (K 1) 10.61
D#1, f it 2 0.8595 10 3 (K 2)  0.1616 (K 1) 46.10
t1, f it 3 2.693 (fs  K 2)  0.3705 (ps  K 1) 17.12 (ps)
D#2, f it 4 0 (K 2) 0 (K 1) 6000
t2, f it 5 0.1259 (ns  K 2)  18.83 (ns  K 1) 955.8 (ns)
ss, f it 6  0.0436 (mS  K 2) 6.603 (mS  K 1) 107.6 (mS)
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Figure 7. Temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters (blue circles) of liver and the corresponding
second order polynomial fit (red curves).
Figure 8 shows exemplarily five curves of the relative permittivity and effective conductivity
determined by the two-pole Cole-Cole model (see Equation (5)) with the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters computed by Equation (4) and the temperature coefficients summarized
in Table 1.
Figure 8. (a) Relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine liver as a function of
frequency at five different temperatures determined by the two-pole Cole-Cole model based on the
derived temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters. Black curves show the dielectric properties of
liver reported by Lazebnik (bovine) [19] and Gabriel (ovine) [31] at 37 C.
The results shown in Figure 8 are within the range of the relative permittivity and effective
conductivity at 37 C presented by Lazebnik [19] and Gabriel [31]. The modeled temperature
dependent dielectric properties show cross-over points, where the relative permittivity and the effective
conductivity do not change with temperature. The relative permittivity has an intersection point at
6 GHz. Below this point, the relative permittivity decreases with increasing temperature and above
the cross-over point this dependency reverses. The effective conductivity also shows one intersection
point in the observed frequency range at 3 GHz, whereby the conductivity rises up with increasing
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temperature below the cross-over point. This dependency reverses for frequencies higher than 3 GHz.
The observed trends are consistent with the results presented by Lazebnik [19].
To quantify the quality of the fitting procedure, Figure 9 shows the difference between the
measured data and the results derived by the two-pole Cole-Cole model corresponding to Equation (6).
The fitted curves agree very well with the experimental data. The deviations of the relative permittivity
are lower than 0.2. The variations concerning the effective conductivity show slight differences to the
measured data in the high frequency range for temperatures between 30 C and 35 C.
Figure 9. Difference between the measured data and the temperature dependent two pole Cole-Cole
model of (a) relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine liver.
4.2. Muscle
The temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters corresponding to the measured data are
shown in Figure 10, whereby a1 and a2 are set to 0.18. The circles indicate the Cole-Cole coefficients
of the two-pole Cole-Cole equation and the solid curves show the corresponding quadratic fits.
The coefficients of the quadratic fits are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 11 shows exemplarily five curves of the relative permittivity and effective conductivity
determined by the two-pole Cole-Cole model (see Equation (5)) with the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters computed by Equation (4) and the temperature coefficients summarized in
Table 2. The results are in agreement with the relative permittivity and effective conductivity at
37 C presented by Gabriel [31]. Furthermore, the temperature dependent dielectric properties show
similarities compared with the results of liver. Both the relative permittivity as well as the effective
conductivity have a cross-over point in the considered frequency range. The relative permittivity
decreases with increasing temperature below the intersection point at 6.5 GHz. The effective
conductivity rises up with increasing temperature below the intersection point at 3 GHz. The trend
reverses in both cases for frequencies above the corresponding cross-over point.
Table 2. Temperature coefficients of the second order polynomial fit to the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters of muscle.
n An Bn Cn
#¥, f it 1 1.047 10 3 (K 2)  0.1675 (K 1) 9.513
D#1, f it 2 1.49510 3 (K 2)  0.2068 (K 1) 56.33
t1, f it 3 2.651 (fs  K 2)  0.3266 (ps  K 1) 15.07 (ps)
D#2, f it 4 0 (K 2) 0 (K 1) 7000
t2, f it 5 0.1053 (ns  K 2)  11.89 (ns  K 1) 606.8 (ns)
ss, f it 6 0.2140 (mS  K 2)  5.352 (mS  K 1) 437.5 (mS)
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Figure 10. Temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters (blue circles) of muscle and the corresponding
second order polynomial fit (red curves).
Figure 11. (a) Relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine muscle as a function of
frequency at different temperatures. Black curves show the dielectric properties of muscle reported by
Gabriel [31] at 37 C.
Figure 12 shows the difference between the measured and the fitted data corresponding to
Equation (6). The fitted curves show a good accordance to the experimental data. The deviations of
the relative permittivity are lower than 0.3. The results of the fitting procedure concerning the effective
conductivity show slight differences to the measured data in the high frequency range for temperatures
between 30 C and 35 C.
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Figure 12. Difference between the measured and the temperature dependent two pole Cole-Cole model
of (a) relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine muscle.
4.3. Fat
Figure 13 shows the temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters corresponding to the
experimental data, whereby a1 and a2 are set to 0.4. The circles show the modeled Cole-Cole
parameters as a function of temperature and the solid curves illustrate the second order polynomial fit.
The coefficients of the quadratic fits are summarized in Table 3.
Figure 14 shows exemplarily five curves of the relative permittivity and effective conductivity
determined by the two-pole Cole-Cole model (see Equation (5)) with the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters computed by Equation (4) and the temperature coefficients summarized in
Table 3. The relative permittivity is nearly constant over the considered frequency range which
agrees well with the data reported by Gabriel [31]. Furthermore, the permittivity decreases slightly
with increasing temperature. The effective conductivity rises up with increasing temperature at low
frequencies and shows almost no temperature dependency in the higher frequency range.
Figure 13. Temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters (blue circles) of fat and the corresponding
second order polynomial fit (red curves).
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Table 3. Temperature coefficients of the second order polynomial fit to the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters of fat.
n An Bn Cn
#¥, f it 1 0.0845 10 3 (K 2)  0.0221 (K 1) 3.789
D#1, f it 2 0.2014 10 3 (K 2)  0.0356 (K 1) 4.679
t1, f it 3 1.163 (fs  K 2)  0.2815 (ps  K 1) 19.74 (ps)
D#2, f it 4 0 (K 2)  0.0002 (K 1) 15.00
t2, f it 5 0.0779 (ns  K 2)  9.398 (ns  K 1) 299.5 (ns)
ss, f it 6 0.0043 (mS  K 2) 0.5504 (mS  K 1) 18.50 (mS)
Figure 14. (a) Relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine fat as a function of
frequency at different temperatures. Black curves show the dielectric properties of fat reported by
Gabriel [31] at 37 C.
Figure 15 shows the difference between the measured data and the fit corresponding to
Equation (6). The deviations between fitted and experimental data are lower than 0.1 for the relative
permittivity and less than 0.05 for the effective conductivity.
Figure 15. Difference between the measured data and the temperature dependent two pole Cole-Cole
model of (a) relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine fat.
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4.4. Blood
The temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters based on the experimental data are depicted
in Figure 16, whereby a1 and a2 are set to 0.1. The circles present the Cole-Cole coefficients of the
two-pole Cole-Cole function and the corresponding second order polynomial fit. The coefficients of
the quadratic fits are summarized in Table 4.
Figure 16. Temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters (blue circles) of blood and the corresponding
second order polynomial fit (red curves).
Table 4. Temperature coefficients of the second order polynomial fit to the temperature dependent
Cole-Cole parameters of blood.
n An Bn Cn
#¥, f it 1 0.2158 10 3 (K 2)  0.1399 (K 1) 8.362
D#1, f it 2 0.4829 10 3 (K 2)  0.1652 (K 1) 60.96
t1, f it 3 2.865 (fs  K 2)  0.3479 (ps  K 1) 14.84 (ps)
D#2, f it 4 0 (K 2) 0 (K 1) 5200
t2, f it 5 0.0712 (ns  K 2)  8.314 (ns  K 1) 339.2 (ns)
ss, f it 6 0.1434 (mS  K 2)  3.063 (mS  K 1) 540.6 (mS)
Figure 17 shows five curves of the relative permittivity and effective conductivity determined by
the two-pole Cole-Cole model (see Equation (5)) with the temperature dependent Cole-Cole parameters
computed by Equation (4) and the temperature coefficients summarized in Table 4. The curves show a
slight deviation in slope compared to the data presented by Gabriel [31], but the dielectric properties
are within the same range. The relative permittivity decreases with increasing temperature, whereby
it is conspicuous that the temperature dependency is non-linear at high frequencies. This behavior
is comparable to the temperature dependent dielectric properties of water [34,35]. The effective
conductivity increases with rising temperature below the cross-over point at 3 GHz. This trend
reverses at frequencies above the intersection point and is consistent with the results presented by
Wolf et al. [21].
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Figure 17. (a) Relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine blood as a function of
frequency at different temperatures. Black curves show the dielectric properties of blood reported by
Gabriel [31] at 37 C.
Figure 18 shows the difference between the measured data and the fit corresponding to
Equation (6). The fitted data agree with the measured ones. The deviations of the relative permittivity
are lower than 0.2. The variations concerning the effective conductivity show slight differences to the
measured data in the high frequency range.
Figure 18. Difference between the measured data and the temperature dependent two pole Cole-Cole
model of (a) relative permittivity and (b) effective conductivity of porcine blood.
4.5. Discussion
The results of this section show that the dielectric properties as well as the temperature
dependency are correlated to the water content of the investigated tissues. This is consistent with the
fact that the dielectric properties in the microwave frequency range are dominated by the relaxation of
water. The temperature dependent dielectric properties of pure water has been widely investigated
by Kaatze [34] and Ellison [35]. The relative permittivity and the effective conductivity of pure
water can be modeled by a one-pole model, because only one relaxation mechanism occurs in the
microwave frequency range. Figure 19 illustrates the temperature dependent parameters of pure
water corresponding to the model introduced by Kaatze [34]. The parameters #¥,D#, t decrease with
increasing temperature similar to the Cole-Cole parameters (#¥,D#1, t1) of the investigated tissues
derived in this study. The static conductivity ss rises with increasing temperature in all examined
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MUT. This trend concurs with the results for liver reported by Lazebnik et al. [19]. The parameters D#2
and t2 of the second Cole-Cole pole mainly influence the relative permittivity in the lower frequency
range between 0.5 GHz and 2 GHz. This is indicated by the increasing relative permittivity in this
region (see Figures 8, 11, 14 and 17) which is not shown by the data of the one-pole Cole-Cole model
of Lazebnik (see Figure 8a). The temperature dependence of the second pole is represented by the
relaxation time t2 of the respective tissues, whereby the dispersion amplitudes D#2 are constant over
the temperature as shown in Figures 7, 10, 13 and 16.
Figure 19. Temperature dependent model parameters of pure water corresponding to Kaatze [34].
Due to the high water content of liver and muscle between 73% and 78%, the permittivity
and the conductivity are much higher compared to fat which has a water content between 5% and
20% [36]. Furthermore, the results of liver and muscle show nearly identical temperature dependent
differences of their dielectric properties, whereby fat shows a low temperature dependent change of
the relative permittivity and the effective conductivity. Blood has the highest temperature dependency
of all investigated MUT, whereby the general behavior of the dielectric properties show similarities
compared with liver and muscle, respectively. Furthermore, the effective conductivity of these three
MUT has an intersection point at 3 GHz.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a reliable measurement procedure to derive temperature dependent
dielectric properties of tissue and blood. We measured the temperature dependent dielectric properties
of ex-vivo porcine liver, muscle, fat and blood in the temperature range between 30 C and 50 C from
0.5 GHz up to 7 GHz. Furthermore, we presented a two pole Cole-Cole model combined with a second
order polynomial fit to describe the frequency and temperature dependency of the dielectric properties
in the specified ranges. The results of the fitting procedure agree well with the acquired data indicated
by the low differences between the modeled and measured dielectric properties.
Our investigations show that the dielectric properties of each type of tissue (porcine liver, muscle,
fat) show intra-individual as well as inter-individual differences. In comparison, porcine blood
shows significant lower permittivity differences between various samples of one animal as well
as between samples of different animals. Regardless of these differences, the measurements of all
samples separately show a clear temperature dependence. Due to an efficient measurement procedure
minimizing systematic errors, these dependencies could be reliably determined.
Concerning the targeted measurement scenario of temperature monitoring during hyperthermia
treatment, the intra- and inter-individual variations will not be a problem because we want to detect the
changes of dielectric properties by means of UWB radar differential imaging [37]. The knowledge of
the temperature dependent dielectric properties of different types of tissue derived in this study are the
fundamental base for modeling of antenna measurements in the future as well as for the development
of appropriate signal processing algorithms interpreting the received UWB radar signals. Due to
the similarities between human and porcine tissue, the obtained models can be used for numerical
simulations of wave propagation inside of the human body.
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On the one hand, the presented results illustrate the challenge of the measurement task of
non-invasive temperature monitoring inside the human body and on the other hand its feasibility with
our measuring UWB technology [37]. These findings are in accordance with our [11,13] and other [10]
previous publications. Considering the frequency axis, it is obvious that the strongest temperature
induced changes of the relative permittivity occur between 1 and 4 GHz. In cases of liver, muscle and
blood and in contrast to the real part of the complex permittivity, the effective conductivity curves
even show an intersection point around 3 GHz, indicating that the imaginary part of the complex
permittivity does not generate temperature induced contrast at this frequency. These findings are
important concerning the definition of optimal working conditions (e.g., the frequency band) and have
to be considered in the development of a future UWB device for non-invasive temperature estimation.
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